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Summary:

This thesis proposes new methods to tackle key challenges for active tactile object perception and learning in robotics. It proposes, for the first time, novel active pre-touch and touch-based unknown workspace exploration strategies. It introduces robust tactile feature descriptors to perceive the textural properties of the objects. And presents the first tactile-based approach to explore and determine the center of mass of the rigid objects. Moreover, it proposes a novel probabilistic active touch learning method to efficiently learn about objects as well as a new active tactile object discrimination to strategically discriminate among objects via their physical properties. For the first time in tactile learning domain this thesis proposes tactile transfer learning techniques which enable the robotic systems to re-use their past tactile experience (prior tactile knowledge) to learn about new objects with low number of training sample or even one. Furthermore, it introduces a novel tactile-based framework to enable the robotic systems to safely manipulate deformable objects with dynamic center of mass. In addition, it describes a novel approach for touch modality identification during the tactile human-robot communication.
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